In the standard interpretation of spin-density functional theory, a self-consistent Kohn-Sham calculation within the local spin density (LSD) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA) leads to a prediction of the total energy E, total electron density n(r) =n~(r)+n~(r), and spin magnetization density m(r)=n~(r) -n~(r). This interpretation encounters a serious symmetry dilemma" for H2, Cr2, and many other molecules. Without changing LSD or GGA calculational methods and results, we escape this dilemma through an alternative interpretation in which the third physical prediction is not m (r) but the on-top electron pair density P(r, r), a quantity more directly related to the total energy in the absence of an external magnetic field. This alternative interpretation is also relevant to antiferromagnetic solids. We argue that the nonlocal exchange-correlation energy functional, which must be approximated, is most nearly local in the alternative spin-density functional theory presented here, less so in the standard theory, and far less so in total-density functional theory. Thus, in LSD or GGA, predictions of spin magnetization densities and moments are not so robust as predictions of total density and energy. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

OF CONCLUSIONS
Kohn-Sham spin-density functional theory [1 -5] is the most widely used many-electron theory of atoms, molecules, solids, and surfaces. Long applied in condensedmatter physics with the help of the local spin-density (LSD) approximation [1, 2] , it has recently been adopted in quantum chemistry with the appearance of the more accurate generalized gradient approximation [6 -10] (GGA).
For a given external potential v (r) and electron number X, a self-consistent solution of the Kohn-Sham oneelectron equations yields a pair of electron spin densities n&(r) and n&(r), and a total energy E. If the exact exchange-correlation energy functional (as defined by
Kohn and Sham [1 -5]) were used in the calculation, these quantities would be the exact physical ground-state spin densities and energy. In practice, the exchangecorrelation energy is approximated in LSD or GGA, so that the calculated quantities are not exact. Because LSD and GGA are approximations to this formally exact theory, it is usually believed that the calculated nt(r), n~(r), and E are best interpreted as approximations to the corresponding physical quantities, i.e. , that nt(r)+n&(r) predicts the total density n(r), and that n t ( r ) -n (r i) predicts the spin magnetization density m(r).
This standard interpretation encounters a serious symmetry dilemma [11, 13, 14] exemplified by the bindingenergy curve of the molecule H2, which is known to have a singlet ground state [15] with n&(r)=n&(r)=n(r)/2 [16] for all internuclear separations d. In an exact ground-state description of stretched H2 (d~Do ), there are two spin-unpolarized hydrogen atoms. At any instant, each has one electron, with negligible number Auctuation and thus vanishing probability for two electrons to come together, as in the familiar spin-polarized hydrogen atom.
Suppression of number Auctuations is
achieved by the singlet Heitler-London wave function, which is free of the "ionic" configurations (H+ . . H ) found in the Hartree-Fock determinant of unbroken singlet symmetry.
At the equilibrium bond length of H2, the LSD or GGA equations have a single self-consistent ground-state solution with n t = n i =n l2. But, at a larger internuclear separation, this solution bifurcates and a second solution of "broken symmetry" and lower energy appears. In the limit of infinite separation, this second solution describes one hydrogen atom with an electron of spin up on the left, and another with an electron of spin down on the right. The molecular dissociation energies calculated for these two solutions pose a dilemma: The LSD [11, 17] or GGA [17] energy is nearly exact for the brokensymmetry solution with qualitatively incorrect spin densities, and seriously in error [11, 18] if the correct physical spin symmetry (singlet) is imposed on the spin densities, as shown in Table I . ( This symmetry breaking also occurs in Hartree-Fock theory. ) The spin-symmetry dilemma is present for other molecules that dissociate to open-shell atoms. In some cases (e.g., [19, 20] (LSD) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Ref. [9] . The self-consistent spin-polarized calculations are from Ref. [17] ;the spin-unpolarized results were obtained with the help of the atomic spin-polarization energies calculated in Ref. [18] . The [21] ), used to construct two physical predictions: the total electron density n(r) from While n(r)d r is the probability that an electron will be found in volume element d r at r, P(r, r') d r d r' is the probability that an electron will be found in d r at r, and another in d r' at r'=r+u .
Thus neither n(r) nor P(r, r') may be negative, and Jd rn(r)=N, r'P r, r' =n r X -1 (3) Thus any LSD or GGA calculation can be interpreted in either of two ways: in the usual way, or as an approximation to the alternative nearly exact theory described in this paper. . In both interpretations, calculations predict the ground-state energy E and electron density n(r) In.
the standard interpretation, the spin magnetization density m(r)=nt(r) n&(r-) is also predicted; in the alternative interpretation presented here, the on-top pair density P (r, r) is predicted instead, via Eq. (2) . Even in the alternative interpretation, n t(r) n t(r) i-s the spin magnetization density of the Kohn-Sham noninteracting system, which in many cases may be close to that of the real interacting system, in the same way that the Kohn-Sham Fermi surface [21) is close to the measured one for many crystalline metals.
These two interpretations are equivalent in an electron gas of uniform or slowly varying [26] [27] Since (for fixed nt+nt) P""'(nt, nt, 'u [22 -25] of the uniform electron gas that P""'r(n&, n&, u =0)~P""'(n/2, nl2;u =0) .
n(r)= n(tr)+ n(ir), P(r, r)~2 t(rn) t(rn) . (6) P(r, r) =P""' (n &(r), n &(r);u =0), (2) whe~e P""' (n t, n t, u =0) is the on-top pair density for an electron gas with uniform spin densities n t and n &. (Our comments about the formal properties of GGA apply only to the nonempirical functional constructed [7, 9, 10] by real-space cutoff of the spurious long-range part of the second-order gradient expansion for the exchangecorrelation hole. ) and the on-top electron pair density P(r, r) from its I SD or GGA approximation -j d r Jd r'P(r, r')l~r' -r~. 2 (7) [By the "high-density limit", we mean the uniform scal- [16] ,and the rapid variation of n&(r) -n&(r) from one atom to the next, as found in a LSD or GGA calculation, accounts for the correct P(r, r) arising from strong correlations between electron spins. Only by "freezing" these correlations into n t(r) and n~(r) can their efFect upon P(r, r) be properly described within LSD or GGA.
The importance of the on-top pair density P(r, r) has been stressed by Colle and Salvetti [28] , Moscardo and San-Fabian [29] , and Becke, Savin, and Stoll [30] . For I example, in Ref. [30] (1) and (2) is plausible. Sections IV and V present some concluding remarks, as well as other comments on broken symmetry.
II. ON-TOP EXCHANGE-CORRELATION HOLE:
A NUMERICAL STUDY For any N-electron wave function 4, we define [16] the electron pair density P(r, r')=N(N -1) g f d r3 d 1+~4(r, o&, r', o2, r3 03 )= n(r) n(r')+n", (r, r')] .
Here n",(r, r') is the density at r' of the physical (A, = 1, not coupling-constant averaged) exchange-correlation hole surrounding an electron at r.
Thus
[n(r')+n", (r, r')]d r' is the conditional probability to find an electron in d r' at r', given that there is one at r, and n", satisfies n(r')~-n",(r, r'), (9) (10)
If 4 is a single Slater determinant with spin densities n t (r) and n t (r), the exchange-correlation hole reduces to the exchange hole with the properties n"(r, r')~0,
For a uniform electron gas, Eq. (8) becomes P""' (n t, n t, ' u ) = n [n +n "", "' (n t, n t ', u ) ] .
(12)
The reader with little feeling for the dependence of [22] . The on-top hole density in the uniform gas, n "", "' (n &, n t, u =0), is known [22, 32] , not exactly but to good accuracy; see Eqs. (29) and (30) and Table I of Ref. [22] .
n"", (r, r)=n"", "' (nt(r), n&(r);u =0) .
One of the few many-electron systems in which n",(r, r) tween n",(r, r) and n", (r, r), indicating that the interAs shown in Appendix A, the exchange-correlation energy really depends only upon (n",(u)), the hole averaged over the density of the system, over the direction of u, and over a coupling constant X. ( n ", ( u ) ) for the hydrogen atom, evaluated exactly [n",(r, r+u) = n(r+u-)] and in the LSD approximation (n"", "' (u)). The LSD description of the averaged on-top hole (n",(u =0) ), and thus of (n",(u) ) for all u, is realistic only when the hydrogen atom is treated as a fully spin-polarized system. This remains true even in situations (e.g. , stretched Hz) where the atom is really spin unpolarized.
As a numerical test of the alternative interpretation of Eqs. (1) and (2) pretation of Eqs. (1) and (2) [36, 37] . Tables II and III show that, once again, the alternative interpretation of Eqs. (1) and (2) is plausible.
[Equation (2) is least accurate near the nucleus, where V n diverges. ] This conclusion is also consistent with results for the on-top hole density in the H2 molecule [38] at equilibrium, and in crystalline silicon [39] . The standard and alternative interpretations of spindensity functional theory would be strictly equivalent if the "short-wave-length hypothesis" were true. Some time ago, Langreth and Perdew [40] (14)] input is from the uniform-gas expression of Ref. [32] , as confirmed in Ref. [22] .
The exact wave function (Ref. [34] ) and density have been used. pothesis [41] , which amounts [42] to the assertion that LSD is exact for n",(r, r), or more precisely that the physical spin densities at position r determine n",(r, r). This assertion is clearly correct at the exchange-only level of Eq. (12) for a single determinant that yields the physical spin densities, and Harris [43] has argued that this fact helps to explain the accuracy of the LSD approximation for the exchange energy. (Refs. [40] and [43] deal only with the spin-unpolarized case n t = n t = n /2, but the [32] , as confirmed in Ref. [22] .
The exact wave function (Ref. [34] ) and density have been used.
The exchange-correlation energy (in hartree) is -0.5272 (LSD), -0.5459 (GGA of Ref. [9] ), and -0.5536 (exact), from Ref.
[35]. For r near either atom, n",(r, r)= -n(r) but n"", "' (n(r)/2, n(r)/2;u =0)) n(r) -The ab.solute and relative difFerences between the two sides of this inequality are greatest where the density n(r) is highest [since n"", "' (n/2, n/2;u =0)~n"""'(n/2, n/2;u =0)= n/2 asn~ao while n"", "' (n/ 2n/2; u=0)~nas n --&0]. (1) n (r) &0, (2) 
Following the general prescription of Jansen [44] , it is possible to set up a formal density-functional theory that yields the exact energy E, density n(r), and on-top pair density P(r, r). However, since P(r, r) is the expectation value of a two-body operator, this theory admits no noninteracting Kohn-Sham system. Instead, we shall set up a formal variational theory with the same structure and the same LSD and GGA approximations as the standard spin-density functional theory, but with the alternative physical interpretation of Eqs. (1) and (2) . This variational theory yields an energy that is greater than or equal to the exact ground-state energy, and will typically be very close to it.
We consider a system with Hamiltonian where =Emin~(%' Bj+) is the electronic part of the ground-state energy.
For a given external potential u(r) and electron number N, the energy E, the minimizing density n (r) and the on-top pair density P(r, r) are expected to be nearly exact, in view of the many limits (discussed in Sec. I) in which they are exact, the numerical results of Sec. II, and the power of variational methods. Moreover, while the Coulomb interaction 1/u diverges as u~0, the effect on the energy of the u -+0 wave-function restriction is reduced by the geometric factor 4mu . From Eqs. (2), (5), (8) , and (13), a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the exactness of this alternative theory is the inequality n",(r, r)~n"", "' (n(r)/2, n(r)/2;u =0), (23) where (15) which seems to be violated ( (28) is a spin-dependent e6'ective potential. Equation (27) 
With the integer %=X& +X& fixed, Xt is varied over the integers to minimize E.
When n & (r) and n i (r) vary slowly over space, the local spin-density approximation [1, 2] Z", [n&, n&]= f d r n(r)e",(n&(r), n (ri)) (31) or the generalized gradient approximation [6 -11] E ", [ Standard arguments [6 -11] for the accuracy of LSD Eqs. (5) and (13) permit us to find non-negative functions n&(r) and n i(r) which make the left-hand sides of Eqs.
(1) and (2) (24) and GGA in real systems are based upon the couplingconstant integral [12] [27] via Eqs. (6) or (12) (2) . They also predict the spin magnetization density m(r) via n&(r) -n&(r), but the reliability of this prediction is more questionable than that of P(r, r). The predicted m(r) is quite incorrect for molecules (when the internuclear separation is large enough), and for certain antiferromagnetic solids [47] . Solid chromium, for example, has a spin-density wave ground-state often modeled as an antiferromagnetic lattice [48] . Based on the alternative interpretation presented here, it is clear that LSD or GGA should not be expected to make a reliable prediction of the spin moment of each atom for these systems.
The spiral spin-density wave in solid Cr also illustrates that the orientation of m(r) need not be confined to a single fixed axis. When it is not, the standard spin-density functional theory becomes more complicated, with n &(r) and n &(r) replaced by a nondiagonal spin-density matrix [2] n .(r). However, since P(r, r) has no vector character, no complication arises in the alternative theory.
Neither the standard nor the alternative ground-state spin-density functional is required to predict excitation energies in general, or multiplet splittings in particular. (20)], where n &(r) and n &(r) are meaningful only when and insofar as they produce an absolute minimum of the energy.
In the standard interpretation, the minimizing
and n &(r) may be used to determine the total spin S", of the ground state; LSD and GGA sometimes make the wrong prediction. For example [10] , for the molecule C2
at equilibrium, the predicted S", equals one although the true S", equals zero. The LSD or GGA energy of the triplet is a little lower even than that of the brokensymmetry singlet (in which the spin moments are concentrated not on the individual atoms but on opposite sides of the bond axis [10] n(r) =n t(r}+n t(r)
is the A, -independent total density, and P~(r, r) =P~" f(n t(r), n t(r);u =0) Of greater concern is the absence of a derivative discontinuity [58] of E", in continuum approximations such as LSD or GGA, leading to improper dissociation of heteronuclear molecules to fractionally charged fragments [58, 59] . Despite these concerns, the evidence for the usefulness of Kohn [10,60 -62] and quantum chemistry [10,63 -66] Here we shall derive an analog of the standard coupling-constant integration [12] for E"defi e nbdy Eq. (25) . To do so, we consider the Hamiltonian 8i =I'+A, P'"+g f d r& (r)U&(r), dk -dr dr' n(r)n"", "'' (nt(r), n&(r); lr' -rl } X, , (A7) l r' -rl where n"", "' (n&, n&, u') is the hole density for coupling strength A, at interelectronic separation u in a uniform electron gas. The exact, LSD, and GGA exchangecorrelation energies all have the real-space analysis E", = -f du 4m-u ( n ", ( u ) ) /u, (A8) where (n",(u) ) is the appropriate hole averaged over the system, over the coupling constant, and over the direction of u=r' -r:
(n",(u)) = f f dA, -f d3r n(r)n ", (r, r+u) .
where n ", (r, r') is the variationally determined exchange-correlation hole for coupling strength k, which reduces to n",(r, r') at A, = 1 and to n (r, r'), the exact ex- Note that the exchange-correlation hole n",(r, r+u) is deeper and more short-ranged (in u) than the exchange hole n (r, r+u). As a result, the nonlocalities of exchange and correlation tend to cancel [10] , and this fact also works in favor of LSD and GGA.
Finally 
